
we don't see the world, just the insides of airports.
job security.

pressure 
stage fright
long periods without work

a life of late nights and long hours practicing 
travelling from place to place
being paid just enough to put food on the table\ not enough income 

those lower down are often volunteers.

a) pianist and singer

a) airline pilot

c) charity worker

d) TV and theatre actor
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3000 workers
the feeling
singers

b) unscheduled and 
unexcpected events 

a) employing time 
management properly 

d) benefits of time 
management

c) time management 
effects on learning

due to the many exercises and required readings that should be done

he will be able to prioritize and plan his dayWhen he starts practicing proper time management skills,
and then even excpected issues get dealt with.

Finging out the top dream jobs among 3000 workers in the UK

Because he is young and single

It lies in making living from singing. There are 3 types of singers and they do not earn the same.

\ musicians

understanding the demands of time during the course
his ability to apply proper time management techniques



1)reduced anxiety 

4) improved opportunity for revision 5) staying motivated 6) getting a measure of control over our life

2) saved time 3) reduced avoidance 

3

setting upadmitting prioritizing 

always be finishing at least some projects, instead of drowning 
in an ever growing sea of unfinished ones

worth

patting

potential

justified

on

graphic 
via

impatient 

returns



take over
stand out

come out
ran into

cooperation 
misheard

were crossing 
had not seen 

have been waiting has not arrived

are talking 
does not think

I asked Ahmed's mother how many times she had gone to Jerusalem last year.

She asked the tourists if they were planning to go to Deir Qruntil.

 "  "   "  "  "  "  "   "  "  "   "    "  "   "  "  "   "  "  " "  "  "  " had\got it fixed.

What did the earthquake damage?

He warned me against spending my money buying expensive clothes.



The number of the books translated into Arabic is five.

do they
didn't he

accepted 
hit

 checked
to increase

is taking 

We stood on the bridge connecting the two halves of the city.

note: the 3 forms of the verb:
             hit  hit  hit 




